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Moonlight on the Magic FluteThe magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie to eighteenth-century

Austria! At the palace there are many rules, and they have to figure out how to carry out their

mission and not get into trouble. Then they meet a funny little boy who wants to follow them

everywhere. But the little boy gets into big trouble.A Good Night for GhostsWhen the magic tree

house whisks Jack and Annie to New Orleans, Louisiana, in 1915, they find out that they have

arrived on the eve of All Saintsâ€™ Dayâ€”the spookiest night of the year! Jack and Annieâ€™s

mission is to find a musician named Louis Armstrong and help him bring his gift of music to the

world. Leprechaun in Late WinterThe magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie off to a rainy winter

day in Ireland long ago! Their mission: to find a girl named Augusta and inspire her to share her

creative talents with the world. But when Jack and Annie meet Augusta, they donâ€™t see how they

can inspire her at allâ€”she is the least exciting and imaginative person theyâ€™ve ever met!A Ghost

Tale for Christmas TimeJack and Annie are whisked back in time to Victorian England and the foggy

streets of London. There they discover that Charles Dickens has everything he could possibly want.

It is not until Mr. Dickens rescues them from being thrown in jail that they discover his secret past

and the sad memories. They will need all their magicâ€”and help from three ghostsâ€”to keep the

great writer from ruining his life!
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The "Jack and Annie" series of books are fantastic, and these titles match all of the others. We own

all of the audiobook versions from #1 through #44. My kids (now 10 and 5) have just loved all of the

Magic Treehouse audio books. We've used them at home, on automobile trips, and also with iPods

on train trips, long stroller rides, and restaurant waits.All of these books are great. They use an

appropriate vocabulary, are well-paced for younger kids, have interesting plots, and introduce good

bits of history and natural science. There's no objectionable content. The author does a superb job

narrating the stories, with distinct voices for different characters. I highly recommend these

audiobooks for children ages 3 through 9. (I'm going by memory from when I think my children

started listening to them, and from the fact that my 10 year old now prefers more advanced

audiobooks.)

My children love the Magic Tree House series of books. They do read the printed versions as well

but there are times that we really like the fact that these are on CD. Long car trips are one of those

times. We also like to put in a CD on nights that they can't get to sleep. It seems to work better for

us than allowing them to watch a movie or listen to music. The books are cleverly read by the

author. She does different voices for the various characters and puts emphasis where she intended

it to be when she wrote the stories. When audio stories are read by someone other than the author,

this isn't always the case. Highly recommend this series to anyone with kids ages 5-12ish.

we all love this series. We listen to them in the car all the time. My 7yr old loves to follow with the

chapter book. My 9 yr old still finds them interesting and my 3 yr old loves to listen to it. Great

stories!

I ordered cd books #1 through #52, Mary Pope Osborne's Magic Tree House Collection. However

the collection 41-44 contained a scratched CD, #3, which included the last of "A Good Night For

Ghosts" and the beginning of "Leprechaun in Late Winter". Ruining those books for us. This is

outside the warranty period, but nonetheless it is very disappointing.

Description clearly states it's 4 books, but only received 1. I thought the price was too good to be

true and it was. Even though it's a good price for 1 book, I would have looked elsewhere to get all 4.

Our daughter (7) loves this series. We have every CD collection and all the books! It's highly



recommended.It plays on all CD players that we have!

Books in fine condition. My grandson particuliarly likes having some "hardcover" books to add to his

Magic Tree House collection.

My daughter had already read two of the books but really enjoyed listening to someone else read

it.will definitely by more
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